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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be an afline algebraic variety over a field k, and let the symmetric 
group S, act on the Cartesian product X” =Xx ... x X by permutation of 
the factors (n > 2). The set of unordered n-uples P/S, is an algebraic 
variety which is called the nth symmetric product and is denoted by X’“’ 
[S]. We are interested in the descent of the Gorenstein property from X 
to xCn). 
(1.1) THEOREM. Let X be an affine Gorenstein variety over a field k of 
characteristic 0 or of characteristic p > n. 
The variety XC”’ is Gorenstein if and only if every connected component of 
X is either of even dimension, or is a smooth curve over k. 
The statement above was conjectured by L. Avramov. The (equivalent) 
algebraic formulation of the problem reads: Let R be a finitely-generated 
k-algebra. Consider the subalgebra R (‘) of the n-fold tensor product R@” 
over k, consisting of the tensors invariant under the action of S,, 
a(a, 0 ... @a,)=a,-lC,,O ... 6Jao-+, 
for o E S,. If R is Gorenstein, when is R (n) Gorenstein? This question was 
considered in [ 11, where necessary and sufficient conditions were found 
under the additional assumption that the Krull dimension of R’“’ is zero 
(without characteristic restrictions on k). 
Since R is noetherian, it has a decomposition R = R, x ... x R, as a 
direct product of rings without nontrivial idempotents (i.e., with connected 
spectrum). Any two such decompositions differ only by the order of the 
factors. Each R, will be called a connected component of R. We say that 
R is smooth (=geometrically regular) over k if R Ok k is a regular ring, 
I; being the algebraic closure of k [2, Chap. IV, Sect. 63. The preceding 
theorem is now seen to be equivalent to: 
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( 1.1)’ THEOREM. Let R be a finitely-generated Gorenstein algebra over a 
field k of characteristic 0 or of characteristic p > n. 
The ring R(“’ is Gorenstein if and only if every connected component of R 
is either even-dimensional, or is a Dedekind ring, which is smooth over k. 
In the course of the proof one obtains two partial sharpenings of the 
main result, the first one of which may be folklore knowledge. 
(1.2) PROPOSITION. Under the assumptions of (1.1 )‘, the ring R(“’ is 
smooth over k if and only if every connected component of R is either a 
separable,field extension of k, or is a Dedekind ring which is smooth over k. 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. Let R be a finitely-generated Cohen-Macaulay 
k-algebra, which has only even-dimensional connected components. If R’“’ is 
Gorenstein, then R is Gorenstein. 
It is well known that if R is Cohen-Macaulay, then R@” is Cohen- 
Macaulay (e.g., [6, 21.C Corollary 11). Furthermore, R’“’ also is Cohen- 
Macaulay when char(k) = 0 or char(k) > n (e.g., [4, Proposition 131). That 
the restriction on the characteristic is essential is seen from the following 
example: 
(1.4) PROPOSITION. Let k be of characteristic 2 and let R be a finitely- 
generated Cohen-Macaulay k-algebra which has a connected component qf 
dimension 33. Then Rc2’ is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
It should be noted that other “pathological” properties of the symmetric 
products in the modular case have been observed earlier: e.g., [7, Exam- 
ple 11. 
Section 2 contains a reduction to the similar problem for a complete 
local ring, the proof of the “if” part of Theorem (1.1)’ and the proofs of 
Propositions (1.2)-( 1.4). The remaining sections are devoted to the proof 
of the “only if” part of Theorem (l.l)‘, more precisely to the proof of 
Proposition (2.5) below. 
The main results of this paper are announced without proofs in [O]. 
I thank L. Avramov for useful discussions. 
2. REDUCTION TO THE COMPLETE LOCAL CASE 
First we shall reduce the problem to a similar one where Q is a 
homomorphic image of a ring of formal power series: Q = k[X,, . . . . X,,,]/a 
with k algebraically closed, and Q(‘) = (Qh’“)sn is the invariant subring of 
the complete tensor product Q@“’ under the action of S,. 
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Let R be a finitely-generated algebra over a field k. It is known [ 1 l] that 
R is Gorenstein iff R Ok k is Gorenstein. Moreover, the n-fold tensor 
product T of R Ok k with itself over k is isomorphic to R@” ok k. This 
isomorphism commutes with the S,-actions on T and on R@” Ok k, and 
TSn = R’“’ ok k. Hence, we can assume k algebraically closed. 
It is clear that R is Gorenstein iff this is true for every connected compo- 
nent R,, of R. Since R’“’ N n R’,“‘@ . .. @ Rj”‘, where the product is taken 
over rl + . . . + Y, = n, ri >, 0 (cf. [ 1, Lemma 2]), R’“’ is Gorenstein iff every 
R,!‘J’ is such [ 11, Theorem 1 ‘I. Thus, we can assume Spec R is connected. 
(2.0) LEMMA. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay finitely-generated k-algebra 
with connected spectrum. Then ht m = dim R for every maximal ideal m of R, 
where ht( ) denotes the height of( ). 
ProoJ Let p,, . . . . py be the minimal prime ideals of R. Setting 
Xi = {P E Spec R I P 2 pi}, clearly we have Spec R = X, u . u X,. 
Moreover, using the assumption that Spec R is connected, one easily shows 
that for each Xi there exist Xi,, . . . . X, such that Xi, n X, # a, 
xi, n xi, # 0, ...T X, n Xi # 0. Hence, in order to complete the proof it is 
sufficient to show ht m = dim R/pi for every maximal ideal m E X,. Let 
rnE Xi be maximal. As R/p, is a domain, finitely-generated k-algebra, 
dim R/p,= ht m/p, [6, (14.H) Corollary 3, (l)]. On the other hand, R, 
being Cohen-Macaulay, one has dim R,/piR, = dim R, [6, Theorem 
31(i)]. Since the left hand side is equal to ht m/pi, and the right hand side 
to ht m, one obtains the required equality. Q.E.D. 
Now, let W be a maximal ideal of R’“’ and let % be a maximal ideal in 
A = R@‘” such that % n R’“’ = 1u1. Denote by G the inertia subgroup of )71. 
BY I3 (20.4n A&?,4 G is flat and unramified over R&j, hence they are 
Gorenstein or not alike. Since k is algebraically closed, A/g = k and 
%=m,@R@ . . . QR+ . . . +RQ . . . am,,, where mj is maximal in R, 
1 <j< n. Then G is equal to the decomposition subgroup of % and 
it is conjugate with S,, x . . . x Sk,, where kj is the number of times mi, 
appears in the sum, and k, + . + k, = n. We can assume these groups 
coincide, because their invariant rings are isomorphic. Writing 
A =RBklQ . . . QRBks, we have AC = Rckl’ @ . . . @ Rcks’. So, by [ 11, 
Theorem 1’1, AC is Gorenstein iff this is true for every R(kl). Thus, 
the problem is reduced to the case where G = S,, i.e., 
‘%=m@R@ . . . @R+ . . . +R@ . . . @m with m a maximal ideal of R. 
Denote by Q the completion of R,. In view of (2.0) the proof of the 
results of the paper is seen to be a consequence of Propositions (2.4)-(2.8) 
below and, of course, of the theorem on symmetric functions. 
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(2.1) Notation. Fix a system of parameters x = {x1, . . . . xd} of Q 
andset:C=k[lxn,A=Q~)“,E=Q’“‘;xiJ=1O...OxiO...O1withxiin 
the jth place, 16i64 16j<n, _S~=Cl<k,<...<k<nXjk,...X,k, 
x= {x,,, ..*, x,}, 5= {$I,, . . . . s,}; B=C @“=k[Xi, S=k[gi Let m, !& 
and % be the maximal ideals of Q, E, and A, respectively. Finally, a bar 
over an element of D denotes its image in B = D/(s) D (for D = B, E, A). 
Assume Q is Cohen-Macaulay. 
(2.2) LEMMA. The sequence 5 is a system of parameters for B, A, 
and E. If e E ((x)Q:m)\(x)Q and if h E ((s)B:(X)B)\(x)B, then 
z=h(e@ . . . @e)E ((s)A:%)\(s)A. 
Proof: Since A is a finitely-generated B-module and since B is finitely- 
generated over S, A and consequently E are finitely-generated over S. 
Therefore B, A, and E are finite dimensional over k, so that they are 
artinian and 5 is a system of parameters as claimed. 
The equality YI = m 6 Q 6 . . . @ Q + . . . + Q 6 . . . 6 m yields the inclu- 
sion (e@ ... @e)%nc(X)A, therefore z%~hh(X)Ac(s)BA=(s)A. As x is 
a system of parameters for Q and Q is Cohen-Macaulay, Q is free over C. 
Similarly, 5 being a system of parameters for B which is Cohen-Macaulay, 
B is free over S. Hence A is free over B and, consequently, over S. Since 
we can take e to be an element of some basis of Q over C, z can be 
included in a basis of A over S. 
(2.3) Remark. Assume Q is Gorenstein. Then by [ 11, Theorem 23 A is 
Gorenstein, hence the element Z defined in (2.2) is a generator of the socle 
(O:%),- of A. Moreover, we can take h=h,...h, with hi=JJ,.j,,.. 
(xii-x,), lgi<d. The n f or 0~ S, one has a(/~;) =sgn(a)h,, where 
sgn(a) denotes the sign of the permutation r~ E S,. Hence cr.(z) = 
a(h)(e@ ... @e)=(sgn(o))” for every YES,,, and when char(k)=0 or 
char(k) >n the HiniE character [3] is given by x(a)= (sgn(o))d, 0~ S,. 
Moreover, the E-module of anti-invariants A, = {a E A : a(a) = x(o)a, 
V’a E S,} is the canonical module of E [9], and the operator p,: A -+ A,, 
p,(a)= l/n! LS. x(a) a(a) splits the inclusion A, 4 A [3]. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. Assume char(k) = 0 or char(k) >n, and Q is 
Gorenstein of dimension d. If d is even, then Q(” is Gorenstein. 
Proof: Since d is even, the element z from (2.3) belongs to E and the 
claim follows by a result of Watanabe [lo, Lemma 41. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. Under the assumptions of (2.4), ifd is odd and if Q’“’ 
is Gorenstein, then Q is regular and d = 1. 
481:146 Z-16 
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(2.6) COROLLARY. If Q is Gorenstein, d > 0 and if Q(” is regular, then Q 
is regular and d = 1. 
Proof: The case when d is odd is contained in (2.5). Assume that d is 
even. The ring E being regular, A is a free E-module of rank n !. Choose 
t E (!I%4 :!R)\!JJU in such a way that 1 = tl, t = t2, . . . . t,! is an E-basis of A. 
Include z from (2.3) in an S-basis of E. Then zt% c z‘5RA c (s)A, and Z 
being a generator of the socle of A, one has E = aZ, c( E k. This is impossible 
by the choice of the t,‘s. 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. If Q is Cohen-Macaulay of even dimension and if 
Q(” is Gorenstein, then Q is Gorenstein. 
ProoJ Assume Q is not Gorenstein. Then there exist two linearly 
independent elements e mod(x)Q, e’ mod(x)Q in the socle of Q/(x)Q. By 
(2.2) and (2.3), z = h(e 0 . . . 0 e) and z’ = h(e’ 0 . . . 0 e’) produce linearly 
independent elements in the socle of ,!?. However, this contradicts the 
assumption that E is Gorenstein. 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. -Let char(k) = 2. If Q is Cohen-Macaulay and 
dimQ=db3, then Q (2) is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof Setting ui = xi,, vi = xi2, the sequence ui + vi, uivi, 1 6 i< d, is a 
system of parameters of the rings B, A, and Q”’ (cf. (2.2)). We shall show 
that it is not Q”’ -regular and therefore Q@’ is not Cohen-Macaulay. For 
f= ulv2 + u2vI, one has f(u3 + v3) = (ul+v,)(u2v3+u3v2)+ (u,+v,) 
(u,v,+ujvl). It remains to observe that f is not contained in (u,+v,, 
~2+n2)Q . 0) Indeed, if one supposes the contrary, then f = (u, + v,)al + 
(u, + v2)a2 with ai E Q”‘. Expanding a and a, in terms of a basis of A over , 
B, we obtain that f = (u, + v,)b, + (u2 + v,)b, with b;c B. But a, and a, 
being invariants, bi E Cc’), which is impossible. 
3. A k-BASIS OF THE RING OF INVARIANTS 
From now on throughout this paper, we assume Q is Gorenstein, d is 
odd and char(k) = 0 or char(k) > n. 
In this section, in view of the fact that B has a structure of a graded ring, 
induced by the polynomial ring T= k[X] (deg xij = l), we fix a k-basis of 
E and a k-basis of A, (cf. (2.1), (2.3)). 
In the notation (2.1), we choose a system of parameters x of Q which is 
a part of a minimal set of generators of m. Setting r7i = m/(x)Q and 
In(Z) = ii mod I?t’+ ’ for a E m’\m’+ ‘, we fix a C-basis 1 = e,, e,, . . . . e, = e of 
Q such that Zn(Z,), . . . . Zn(E,) is a homogeneous k-basis of @ itO fii/mi+ I, 
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++’ =O, and deg(Zn(e”,)) ddeg(Zn(t?,+ ,)), 1 <j< W- 1. Let Vi be the 
k-vector space on the basis {e,, f, + . . . +f,-, <j<fi + . . +A}, where 
,f, = 1 + dim m/m’, f, = dim t%‘/r?ti’ ‘, 2 < i < t, and let V, = k, V, = 0 for 
i 3 t + 1. Then, clearly, we have 
v,vjc & V,,+(x)m, 1 <i,j,<t. (3.0) 
5=i+/ 
For C’=, j, = n, ji > 0, we set J = (j,, . . . . jW) and G, = S,, x . . . x Sjx. Let 
{b,,} and { cJ+} be homogeneous basis respectively of BGJ and of the 
k-vector space of the Granti-invariants in B (cf. (2.3) and note that d being 
odd, x(a)=sgn(o), LEG,). If aj=e, forj, + ... +j,-, <j<j, + ... +j,<, 
for 1 <sd~l, we set e,=a,@ ... @a,. 
(3.1) LEMMA. (1) A k-basis of i? is given by the elements 
oCJ; PI= 0C.t k,,,l = c 4b,,e,), 
where the summation is taken over a set of representatives of the left cosets 
of Sri/G,. 
(2) A k-basis of 2, is given by the elements 
0,C.t PI = 1 w(a) o(c,,,~,) 
with the above summation. 
ProoJ: Since E = p(A), where p denotes the Reynolds operator, 
p(a) = l/n! Cats, a(a), E is generated over S by the elements of the form 
F= p(b,(e,, @ ... @ eJ), where {b,,) is an S-basis of B. Let 
a,(e;, @ ... Be,,) = e, and b’ = a,Jb,,). Then F= p(b’e,) = l/n! C a(b”e,) 
with the summation defined in (1) and where b” = C, E GI z(b’) E BGJ. Hence, 
the orbits (1) generate E over k. It remains to observe that they are linearly 
independent. 
Similarly, one proves (2), using the operator px (2.3). 
(3.2) Remark. One has deg cJ,@ = 0 for some element from the basis (2) 
iff 1 is Granti-invariant, iff G, = 1, iff e, = e;, @ . @ ein with ii # i, when 
j# k. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let o[I’;pL,] .o[J;p2] =& c~,,~o[Z; p] with a,,,Ek” = 
k\(O), undsetg’=degb,,,,,, g=degb,,,. Then 
(1) degb,,2g’+g. 
(2) Ifdegb,,,<g+l, then i,<j, andi,.~j,,-1 
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(2)’ Zf deg b,,, = g’ + g, then i, d j, and i,, 3 j,,. 
(3) Ifdegb,,=g, then 
(a) i,. 3 j,.; 
(b) if i,, = j, for w - 16 v < w, for some 1 between 0 and w - 2, then 
~,-~~~bj~~,_~; 
(c) ifZ=J, then e,,=l@ . ..@l. 
(d) ifi,=j,, then i,<j,,for 2<v<f,. 
Proof: Set VJ=Ca(6Jfzo Vykc+l ), where ~7 ranges over a set of 
representatives of the left cosets of S,/G,, K= (k,, . . . . k,+I) and 
ki+l=jf+...+l;_,+l+ . ..+j.+...+,,forO6i~t. 
Since o[Z’; P,I . dJ; ~~1 c B,, + g v,, V., = CsBo,, Bg,+g+., V, we 
obtain (1). 
(2)’ In view of (3.0) every decomposable tensor in a(eJ) r(e,,) 
(a, r E S,) belonging to V, has no more than j, entries equal to 1 and at 
least j, entries equal to e. 
(2) By (l), deg b,,, >g. If deg b,,, =g’ +g, then the claim follows 
from (2)‘, so that it remains to settle the case deg b,,, =g+ 1 and g’ = 0. 
Then for some r E S, there is a decomposable tensor in eJr(e,,) belonging 
to T, V,. By (3.0) one obtains that such a tensor has no more than j, 
entries equal to 1, and that among the last j, entries in r(el,) there is just 
one from m and the other ones are equal to 1. Hence, i,, > j,. - 1. 
(3) Let F be a decomposable tensor in eJt(el,) belonging to V,. 
(d) The equality i, = j, is fulfilled only if the first j, entries of r(el,) 
are equal to 1. From (3.0) we see that F has no more than j, entries equal 
to e,, for 2 Q v d fi. Moreover, i, = j, if and only if e, meets 1 i,, times. 
(b) In view of (3.0) the last j, entries in r(e,,). are equal to 1. As 
i, = j,, again by (3.0), we obtain that the preceding j,- i entries in r(e,,) 
are also 1 and e,- i occurs j,,- , times in F. Applying consecutively (3.0), 
we conclude that the last j,, + . . . + j,.- , entries in t(elV) are equal to 1 and 
e, appears in F j,, times for w - I< v < w. Therefore, again by (3.0), the 
preceding jW,-,P, entries in r(e,.) are also 1 and F has at least jWPIP I 
entries equal to e,. _ ,- , . 
(c) Follows from (b). 
(a) Follows from (1) and (2)‘. Q.E.D. 
Similarly, using the grading of B, we obtain: 
(3.4) LEMMA. Let o[Z’; pI] .o,[k pJ = C uJ+ox[J; p] with cIJ,u E k x. 
Then deg c~,~ >deg b,,,,, + deg c~,,,. 
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4. INVARIANTS AND ANTI-INVARIANTS IN THE POLYNOMIAL RING 
In this section, we analyze the homogeneous invariant and anti-invariant 
elements in B= T (T=R[X]), occurring in the bases (3.1.1) and (3.1.2), 
respectively. The aim is to determine the invariants of highest degree which 
will produce elements in the socle of i?. 
(4.0) In addition to the previous notation, set L= oiaO L,=k[x], 
d, = dim, L,; TX,,,= {~EL@~ I a(f)=sgn(o)f, V~ES~,} for 1 di<w, 
j, + ..’ +j,*=n,ji30, T,= T,,,, Tx,J= {fc TJ a(f)=sgn(o)f, V’~EG~}. 
Let q(J) be the highest degree of an invariant in TGJ and 
a(J) = dim,( TGJ)4(JJ. Let m(j,) be the least degree of an anti-invariant in 
Tx,j,, C;) =dimdT,,&,,(j,)~ 
(4.1) LEMMA. q(J) = [n(n - 1)/2] d-x:= 1 m(j,) and a(J) = C,“L= 1h(j,). 
Proof. Since T,,, = @ :‘= , TX3 ,,, m = C;=, m(j,) is the least degree of an 
elemet in Tx,J, and dim,( Tx,J)m = C:“= 1 b(j,). 
By [9, Chap. 2, 2.71 one has: 
(1) for every 0 # HE TX,, there is an r’ E TGJ such that r’H E kh\ { O}; 
(2) for every 0 #r E TGJ there is an FE T,,, such that rFE kh\{O}. 
Set V = ( TGJ)y(J) and V’ = (TX,,),. If H E V’, by (1) there is a 
homogeneous element r’ E TG’ with r’H = c&, c( E k x, so that 
deg r’ = [n(n - 1)/2] d-m. If 0 # r E TGJ is homogeneous, by (2) there is a 
homogeneous FE TX,, such that rF= /?h, j3 E k ‘. As deg F3 m, one has 
degrd [n(n- 1)/2] d-m. Thus q(J)= [n(n- 1)/2] d-m. 
Now, we can consider the linear map cp: V’ + V* = Hom,( V, kh), 
q(F)(r) = rF. Using (l), it follows cp is injective, therefore dim, V’ 6 
dim, V* = dim, V. Similarly we obtain dim, V< dim, V’, which implies 
the equality. It remains to observe that since m is the least degree, 
V,,.Jm C-J (~1 T,,, = 0, so that dim, V’= dim,(T,,,),. 
(4.2) Remark. Let us write n in the form n =c;:b d, + r with 
O<r<d,, ua 1. Then m=m(n)=C;:i pdp+ur and b(n)=($). 
Indeed, if we fix a basis P,, , . . . . P,d, of L,, then a basis of (TX), is given 
by the elements px(PI(,z, 0 ... 0 PkniJ, where k, + . . + k, = j and 
pk, iI > ...3 Pknin are distinct. Hence, taking H= px(P, @ . . BP,) of least 
degree from this basis and with deg P, < . . < deg P,, we obtain that 
p P”-r 1 > ..., is a basis of @ 1;; L, and that P,- r + , , . . . . P, are elements 
from the basis of L,. 
(4.3) COROLLARY. Zf L’“’ is Gorenstein, then d= 1 
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Proof According to [3], T, = L’“‘H with H from (4.2). Since h, E T, 
(cf. (2.3)) h, = UH, UEL In) But h, being a polynomial only in xlr, .
1 6 i < n, the above equality is fulfilled only if U E k x and d = 1. 
(4.4) From now on in this section, assume IV < n (cf. (4.0)) and set 
X= max, q(5). Let u be such that vv cU,:b d, d n < w EL=, d, and set 
u=C;;Ad,, m=C;:: pi,, r=n-wv. Then u>,l and Odr<wd,. 
(4.5) LEMMA. X= [n(n - 1)/2] d- (wm+ ur), and q(J)= X iff there 
exists an s, 0 d s < w, such that s among the integers j, , . . . . j,,. are equal to v, 
and the other ones are of the form v + ri with I < ri 6 d,. 
Proof Let s among the jis be less or equal to v, 0 fs 6 w. We can 
assume ji<u for 1 <i<s, and ,j,=o+r, with 1 <ri for s+l<i<w. 
Writing ji= Cz:f d,+ r,,- ,,, with 1 QU;, O<r+ ,,i<d,,p, for 1 d i<s, 
as j, d u for 1 d i < s, we have ui d U. According to (4.2) 
m(ji)=C~~~udM+(ui- I)r,,-,,i for 1 di<s and m(j,)>m+ur, for 
s+l$ifw. By the equality wv+r=C.i=, j,+(w-s)v+C~=,+, r, we 
obtain C’L .‘+, ri = su + r - Cf=, j,, thus 
(1) X7=, m(j,) > (w-s)m+uCyL,,+I r, + CT=, m(.ji) = wm + 
ur + s(uv - m) - Cf=, (uji - m( j,)); 
since ui d u, (UV - m) - (uji - m(j,)) = ~~~~, (U - ,u) d,, + (u - u;+ 1) 
(d,,,- , - r,,_ ,,i) 2 0 which implies 
(2) Ci=, (Uj; - m(ji)) < S(UU - m); 
hence Cr=, m(j,) 3 wm + ur. Applying (4.1), we conclude that 
q(J) < [n(n - 1)/2] d- (wm + ur) and the equality holds iff in (1) and (2) 
one has equalities; this is fulfilled iff m(j,) = m + urj for s + 1 6 i < w and 
uu - m = uj,- m(j,) for 1 d i<s; but this is equivalent to: riQ d, for 
s+ldi<w (cf. (4.2)) and u,=u, rupl,i=d,p, for lfi<s. 
(4.6) Remark. If q(J) = X, then C ri = r; in particular for each i one has 
ji d min( u + r, v + d,). 
Arguing as above, and using (4.5.1) and (4.5.2), we obtain: 
(4.7) LEMMA. q(J) = X- 1 iff there is an order among the jis such that 
one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) d=l,r<w-2andj,=v-1,ji=vfor2<iBw-r-l,j;=v+l 
for w--r<i<w; 
(2) there is an s, 1 <s<w, such that jl=o-1, ji=v for 2<i<s, 
j,=v+r, with l<ri<d,fors+l<i<w; 
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(3) r>2, ji=v for l<idw-r+l, j;=o+l for w-r+2<i< 
w - 1, j,,. = v + 2. 
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION (2.5) IN THE NONEXCEPTIONAL CASES 
The notation and the assumptions (2.1) and (4.0) are kept in force. 
(5.1) LEMMA. If w 2 n, then E is not Gorenstein. 
ProoJ: Assume E is Gorenstein. Then by [3], 2, is a free &module of 
rank 1: A,=i?H. The element P=px(t) with t=e,@ ... Be,, is from the 
basis (3.1.2) of A,. Let P = UH, UE E. We shall show that U is invertible 
in E. 
Expand U and H in terms of the bases (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) respectively: U 
= CI,, cfl.rc oCI; PI, H = C.,., PJ,roxCJ; PI with uf+,, BJ,Ii E k”. If 
de b,, + de cJ, ,, > 0, then by (3.4) no summand crP (CI E k x ) appears in 
the product o[I; ~1 o,[J; v]. Therefore, P appears only from a product 
o[Z; l] Px(ek, @ . . . @e,J mod(s with ki# k, (cf. (3.2)) and there are 
summands ey, @ . @ eYn and ek, @ . . . 0 ek, in U and H respectively such 
that t comes up in their product with a coefficient from k x. If e,, ek, E m, 
then it is not possible to obtain a decomposable tensor having 1 in its first 
place. Thus q, = k, = 1, and k; > 1 for i > 1, since the k,‘s are distinct. By 
(3.0) an entry equal to e, will appear only in case q2 = 1 and k, = 2, hence 
ki > 2 for i> 2. And so on, applying (3.0) we obtain that ek, 0 ... @ekn = t 
and ey, 0 . . . @ eyn = 1. Therefore P is a generator of A,. 
As the element h, (2.3) is in B, c A,, one has h, = FP with 
F=&y,+o[Z; ~1 expanded in terms of the basis (3.1.1) of i?. So 
I;, = C,,, Y/+ C Px(4b,,,) tde,)). Fix a summad px(4b,,,,) Mel)) Z 0, set 
6 = a(b,,,) and let a(el) = ek, @ ... @ ek,. Now include h, in an S-basis 
(bi} of B and expand D = bt(e,, @ ... @e,J in terms of the S-basis 
{ b,(e,, @ . . @e,)} of A. If k, > 1 or ki = 1 for some i, 2 d i ,< n, then sum- 
mands from B do not occur. Let k, = 1 and k, > 1 for 2 < i ,< n. Then, since 
for i, j> 2 e,e, E (x)’ C + C, Ce,, one has D = abxf, . . xTn + g(X) + D’ with 
D’EA\B, auk, and g(x,,, . . . . x,,,, 0, . . . . O)=O. But x~,...x~,,rOmod(s)B. 
(Indeed, x12 . ..xlnz -C;=2~1,...~i...~,n, so that multiplying the two 
sides by xi2 . ..xi.,, we obtain that the right-hand sum is divisible by 
X II “‘Xln. ) Therefore p,(D)rp,(g) +pX(D’) and since in g there are no 
monomials only in xii (1 d id n), the summand h, does not appear. This 
contradicts the assumption that E is Gorenstein. 
(5.2) From now on we assume w<n. In the notation (4.4) divide r 
by d,: r=r’d,+v’, Odv’cd,. Since Odrcwd,, one has O<r’<w-1. 
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Let ji=u for lGiiw--r’-1, jw-r,=u+u’ and ji = u+d, for 
w-r’+ 1 <i< w. Then by (4.5), q(J) = X, and by (4.1) and (4.2) 
u(J) = (5). 
(5.3) LEMMA. The element z = o[J; b], with b = b,,, a basis element of 
BGJ of degree A’, is in the socle of B 
ProoJ Take a basis element F= o[Z’; pr], not annihilated by z, and 
expandFzinte~softhebasis(3.1.1):Fz=~cc,,,o[Z;~]witha,,~k”.By 
(3.3.1), degb,,,=Xand b,,,,, = 1. According to (3.3.3a), we obtain i, >j,$,, 
but as j, = min(u + d,, u + r), in view of (4.6) the equality q(J) = X implies 
i, = j,. Applying consecutively (3.3.3b) and (4.6), we deduce that i, = jp for 
w - r’ + 1 <p Q w. Again by (3.3.3b), i,,- Ti > j ,,,- rl, but according to (4.5), 
i &a ~rl = u + rW ~ r,, where rW,- II + r’d, = r = r’d, + u’. Hence i,_ Ti = j,+, _ rl. 
From (4.5) we conclude that Z= J and by (3.3.3~) F= 1. 
(5.4) LEMMA. The ring E is not Gorenstein, if one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(1) u’3 1; 
(2) r = 0; 
(3) u’=O, r> 1, d> 1. 
Proof: Our purpose is to produce two linearly independent elements in 
the socle of E. 
(1) In this case a(J) > 1 (5.2), therefore there are two basis elements 
bI, b,EBGJ of degree X. By (3.1.1), o[J; b,], o[J; b2] are linearly inde- 
pendent and according to (5.3) they are in the socle of E. 
(2) The case w = 1 being settled in (4.3), we can assume w > 2. Since 
r=O, by (4.5), q(Z)=X iff (i) Z=(u ,..., u); by (4.7) q(Z)=X-1 iff after 
rearrangement one has (ii) Z = J’ = (u - 1, u, . . . . u, u + 1); in what follows in 
such a case we say Z has the form J. Let b’ be a basis element in BGJ’ of 
degree X- 1. We shall show that z’ = o[J’; b’] is in the socle. Let 
o[Z’;~,]~‘=~,,~a,,,o[Z;~] with IX~,~E~~. By (3.3.1),X-l <degb,,,<X 
and deg b,.,,, < 1, therefore Z has the form (i) or (ii). But according to 
(3.3.2), il Go- 1, hence Z has the form (ii). Then deg b,,,=X- 1 and 
b ,,,P, = 1. By (3.3.3a), i,. > u + 1, and in view of (ii) we obtain i, = u + 1. 
From (3.3.3a, c) we conclude that e,! = 1. Now, taking z from (5.3), by 
(3.1.1) the elements z and Z’ have the desired property. 
(3) Note in this case 1 Gr’ <w - 1, so that w > 2. Let Ti= v 
for ldi<w-r’-1, J,+,,=u+l, ~Ww--rS+l=u+d,-l, Ji=u+d, for 
w-r’+2<i<w. Then ~~(J)=(*)(,~“:,)=di>l (cf. (4.1) and (4.2)), and 
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y(s) = X (4.5). Thus we can take two basis elements h,, h, E B”’ of degree 
X, so that ir = o[J; h,], zz = o[?; h,], and z from (5.3) are linearly inde- 
pendent. We shall show that a linear combination of z,, z2 is in the socle. 
Let o[l’; p,];, = x,,,, r ,,,, o[I; ~1 with r,.,, Ek ‘. As in the proof of (5.3) we 
obtain deg h ,.,, = X, h ,.,,,, = 1, c +d,- I <i,,. r1 + , Q c +d,, and if 
i,, r’ + I =c+d,-1, then e,.=l. Let i,,_ r + I = P+ d,,. Then by (4.5) we 
have I = J (5.2). Since /I,./, E BGJ is of degree X and a(J) = 1, h ,,,, = h, and 
o[l’; I]:, = r,.z, sr,.~k, with h and z from (5.3). Note I’ has the form 
(n - I, 0, . . . . 1, 0, . . . . 0). 
Similarly, o[I’; I ]z2 = r,.;, and zz annihilates the other basis elements of 
$351. Then z, - zz is in the socle of E and it is not proportional to z. 
6. PROOF OF PROPOSITION (2.5) IN THE EXCEPTIONAI. CASES 
In view of (5.4) it remains to handle the case d= 1, r b I. 
In the notation (4.4) now we have n = H*U + r, m = n(n - 1)/2, r < ~9. 
Moreover, by (4.5) y(f) = X iff I has the form: 
i, = u for I <p< \t’- r. i,, = u + 1 for IV-~+ I <p<w. 
(6.0) 
(6.1) LEMMA. There is u ? in the soc~le of E, not proportionul to 2 jkom 
(5.3), ij‘r<1\,-2. 
Proof: In this case q(1) = X- 1 iff I has the form (4.7.1) or (4.7.3). Take 
J’ such that j’,=u-1, j:=~ for 2<i<w-r-l, j:=u+l for 
1~ -r d i< M’. Arguing as in the proof of (5.4.2) one shows that 
z’ = o[J’; h’] with h’ E B”’ of degree X- 1 is in the socle. 
(6.2) LEMMA. Let r = I, )I‘= 2. Then there exist ;, , zz such that their 
linear combination is in the socle of &?. 
ProoJ In this case we have: ~‘=s,L’, c=c,+c,e with c~,E(,Y,)C, 
c, EC’; J= (u, u + 1) (5.2); q(1) # X- 1 for every I(4.7). Take ;, = o[J’; h,] 
with J’ = (u - 1, u + 2) and h, a basis element of BGJ of degree X- 2. Let 
o[I’;~,]z, =C ,.,, r ,,,, o[I;P] with x,,,~E~~. By (3.3.1), X-2<degh ,,,, dX 
and deg !I,,.,,, < 2. 
Let deg h,,, =X- 2. Then h,.,,, = 1 and from (3.3.2)’ we see that 
iz > u+ 2, so that I has the form J. Arguing as in the proof of (4.5) one 
shows q(l) = X- 2 iff I has the form (u - 1, u + 2) which implies e,. = 1 
(3.3.3c). 
In case deg h,.,, = X- I, I has the form J, but as i, bu- I (cf. (3.3.2)) 
this is impossible. 
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It remains to consider the case deg h,,, = X. Then I has the form .Z. Since 
CUE (xi)C, this happens only if o[Z’; p,] = o[n- 1, 1; l] and in this case 
Z=J. As in the proof of (5.4.3) we obtain o[n- 1, 1; l]z, =alz, a1 Ek. 
Take bzEBGJ with degb,=X-1 and z,=o[J;b,]. Let o[Z’;~,]z~= 
c a,,o[Z; ~1 with aI,pcEkX. By (3.3.1) X- 1 6deg b,, <X, so in both 
calls Z has the form J. If deg b ,,P =X- 1, then e,,= 1 (3.3.3~). Let 
deg b,, = X. If deg b,.,,, = 1, then by (3.3.2)‘, i, 3 jz, and arguing as above, 
one finds e,, = 1. It remains to consider the case b,,,,, = 1. Then (3.3.2) 
implies i, < U, but Z being of the form J, Z = .Z, and I’ = (n - 1, 1). Therefore 
o[n-1, 1; 1]z2=a2z, a,Ek, and a,zz-a2z, is in the socle of E. 
(6.3) Last case: 2<rd w- 1. Then q(Z)=X- 1 iff Z has the form 
(4.7.3). Let .Zb be such that j’,=., j:=u+l for 2<idw-1 and i#p, 
jb=u; z,=o[.Zb; b,] with 
b, E B”“a 
a basis element, degb,=X- 1; take Z, such that i, =n- 1, ii=0 for j#p 
and 2<j<n, i,= 1, for 2<p<w. 
Let ee,i = x, cj, cj = CFY i cjiei with cji E C, and let aji be the constant term 
of cji (2 < j < w). Consider z = o[J, b] from (5.3); note in this case 
J=(u, u+ 1, . ..) US 1). 
(6.4) LEMMA. o[Zj; l]z,=ajr,z for 26 j< f,, and zp annihilates the 
other basis element of m. 
Proof: Let o[Z’; pl]zP=& at,,o[I; p], a,,,EkX. By (3.3.1), 
X- 1 4 deg b,,, d X and deg b,.,,, < 1, hence Z has the form (6.0) or the 
form (4.7.3). 
If deg b,,, = X- 1, then (3.3.3a) implies that Z has the form (4.7.3) 
i,. = u + 2 and for the remaining ij’s one has: i, = u or ii = u + 1. In view of 
(3.3.2), i, = U; now according to (3.3.3d), it, = U, therefore the remaining ii’s 
are equal to u + 1; from (3.3.3~) we conclude that e,. = 1. 
Let deg b,,, = X. Then Z has the form (6.0) and according to (3.3.2)‘, 
b ,s,Ir,= 1. By (3.3.2), i, du which implies Z=J. So, b,,,=b, and o[Z’; l]z, 
= ajPz.Butforj>~f,+1aji=Ofor2<i<f,,sincem=(x,,e,, . . . . e,-,). This 
completes the proof. 
(6.5) LEMMA. Let J, be such that ji = u + 1 for i # q and 1 d i < w, j, = u, 
and let F, be a basis element of 
BG% 
of degree A’. Set Z,=o[J,;F,] for 2<q<f,. Then o[Zq; l]Z,=a,z with 
ay E k and Z, annihilates the other basis elements of m. 
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Proof: Let o[I’;~i]Z,=~:,, a,,,o[I;p] with a,+ekX. By (3.3.1) 
deg b13, =X, so that b,.,,, = 1 and I is of the form (6.0). Then from (3.3.3a, 
b) we see that ii = u + 1 for q + 1~ j < W, and there is a (r E S, such that the 
last (W - q)(u + 1) entries of the tensor o(e,,) are equal to 1. Since each e,, 
among efi + , , . . . . e,,. recurs already u + 1 times in decomposable tensors 
appearing in e,a(e,,), by (3.0) we obtain I’=Z, and Z=J. This implies the 
claim. 
(6.6) LEMMA. Set f, = f. There exists a minimal set of generators 
e;, . . . . e; of m mod(x,)Q such that, if ee: = x,ci with ci=Cfz2 uljel, 
mod(x, Q + m’), then the (f - 1) x (f - 1) matrix (u:,) has a column with at 
most one element d$ferent from zero. 
Proof. If cld = 0 for 2 d i < f and for every j >, i + 1, then the last column 
has the desired property. Otherwise, choose i, such that c(~= 0 for 
2 < q < i, for every j B q + 1 and c( ,,,, # 0 for some j, 3 i, + 1. Set ey ) = ey 
for 2 <q < i, and j, + 1 d q < f, el::, = ci,, e:‘l, = eq for i, + 1 <q <j, - 1. 
Then e”’ 2 6 q d f, is a minimal set of generators of m modulo xi Q. If 4 ’ 
eel’) =x1 cj’) with c;” = C ay)ei:) mod(x, Q + m*), then CC:;‘= 0 for 
2<i<i, andjai+l, aj,‘i=Ofor every q#jl, and ai,,,=l. 
Iterating this procedure, one finds the required set of generators. 
(6.7) LEMMA. There exist two linearly independent elements in the socle 
of E, if 2<r<W-1. 
Proof: For the minimal set of generators (6.6) there exist p, q, 2 dp, 
qb f, such that, according to (6.4), o[Zy; l]z, = clyPz and z,, annihilates the 
other basis elements of ‘%k By (6.5), o[Zy; I] Z, = cx,z and Z, annihilates 
the other basis elements of ‘$8. If ~l~~c(~=O, then zP or Z, is in the socle. 
Otherwise, clypZy--ayz,, is in the socle and it is not proportional to z. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus, in the case d= 1, r> 1, Lemmas (6.1), (6.2), and (6.7) show that 
dim,(0:9%)E> 2, hence E is not Gorenstein. This finishes the proof of (2.5). 
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